First published almost 30 years ago under the name *Australian Trade Practices Reporter*, this service was re-badged in January 2011 as *Australian Competition and Consumer Law Reporter*. This reporter provides a practical and comprehensive explanation of the new competition and consumer law and its implications for business and consumers, together with the full text of all the appropriate legislation, and a specialised case reporting service.

**Key Features**

- Written by respected authors and consultants in conjunction with editors who are qualified lawyers - you can be confident that the content is accurate and relevant, thus reducing your exposure to risk

- Print subscribers get an annual bound volume of cases - the premium portable casebook is ideal for taking to court and it’s a classic addition to any lawyer’s library

- Summary newsletter and/or Tracker is provided with each update - for time-poor practitioners this gives you a snapshot of the key developments, outlines of significant cases and major points detailed in the update. Tracker gives immediate and up to date developments in competition and consumer law

- Grouped by topic areas rather than following the Act itself - saving valuable time and money as it helps you quickly find the most relevant information to the matter at hand

- Reports key judgments from the courts and Australian Competition Tribunal - you benefit from having a comprehensive service with all relevant information in the one place

- Contains headnotes to cases as well as reporting the actual case. All cases from 1976 onwards are integrated into the online service - enabling you to quickly identify the key points and significance of each case from the extensive library of case reporting
Topics

The Reporter contains commentary on the Australian competition regime and the Australian Consumer Law. The Reporter also contains important court cases, Australian Competition Tribunal decisions and relevant legislation.

- Introduction – administration
- Definitions (competition law)
- Markets, competition and market power
- Cartel conduct
- Anti-competitive agreements
- Secondary boycotts
- Misuse of market power
- Exclusive dealing
- Resale price maintenance
- Mergers and acquisitions
- Access
- Pricing
- Authorisations – notifications – review
- Exceptions, exemptions and extraterritoriality
- Procedure and evidence (competition law)

- International liner cargo shipping
- Telecommunications
- Introduction – Australian consumer law
- Definitions - consumer law
- Misleading or deceptive conduct
- Unconscionable conduct
- Industry codes
- Unfair contract terms
- Specific unfair practices
- Consumer transactions
- Product safety
- Information standards
- Product liability
- Enforcement and remedies (consumer law)
- Compliance

ONLINE: This 12-month subscription can be accessed through IntelliConnect®, CCH’s online subscription platform. IntelliConnect® provides easy access to your subscription content with powerful search functions to speed up research. Regular updates to the content ensure you have access to the most current information.

PRINT: Also available in print.

For more information visit Wolters Kluwer New Zealand | www.wolterskluwer.co.nz | 0800 500 224 or to subscribe, contact our Account Managers for your area:

Grant Cartwright | Call 021 430 712 | Email: grant.cartwright@wolterskluwer.com | National Major Accounts
Sunshine Metro | Call 021 860 206 | Email: sunshine.metro@wolterskluwer.com | Auckland CBD
Trish Glover | Call 021 430 716 | Email: trish.glover@wolterskluwer.com | Auckland West & South, Waikato, Taranaki, Taupo & Hawkes Bay
Ben Haarmann | Call 029 201 2520 | Email: ben.haarmann@wolterskluwer.com | Auckland North, East & South East, Northland, Tauranga, Gisborne
Jodi Percy | Call 021 430 719 | Email: jodi.percy@wolterskluwer.com | Wellington, Lower North Island, Nelson/ Marlborough
Sarah Innes | Call 021 430 715 | Email: sarah.innes@wolterskluwer.com | South Island excl Nelson/ Marlborough